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ENGLISH SUMMARY  
Modern software application development is a complex and difficult process. In 
development of applications, specification and verification are the key components; 
both specification and verification are part of the development process for any project. 
Various techniques are used for the components’ development; however, in general 
there are well-established methods available for specification based on mathematical 
theories. These methods are used and practiced for every step involved in the 
development of a software project. Modern systems are hybrid; meaning they are 
composed of software and hardware. The correct functioning of any hardware is 
dependent on the software running on it.  
 
Traditional design specification is illustrated using UML, a graphical notation, 
contacting numerous types of diagrams that enable modeling of different aspects of 
the design related challenges. The aim of our research is to use existing model 
checking tools and techniques to analyze and verify the properties of the design 
system. These system specifications are designed using the UML object components 
diagrams, integrated with the OCL constraints, which enables a more semantically 
specification focusing on structural and behavioral properties of the system so that the 
object components’ concepts are accompanied with an application to an industrial case 
study. 
 
The thesis is a combination of two parts:  Part I defines the Introduction of the problem, 
state of art methods including case study, and Part II appendix consisting of 
publications related to the topic “Verification and validation of UML/OCL object 
components’ models”.  
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DANSK RESUME  
Moderne software applikationsudvikling er en kompleks og vanskelig proces. Ved 
udvikling af applikationer er specifikation og verifikation nøglekomponenterne, både 
specifikation og verifikation er en del af udviklingsprocessen for ethvert projekt. 
Forskellige teknikker anvendes til komponentudviklingen; Men generelt er der 
veletablerede metoder til rådighed til specifikation, der er baseret på matematiske 
teorier. Disse metoder anvendes / praktiseres for hvert trin involveret i udviklingen af 
et software projekt. Moderne systemer er hybrid betyder, at de består af software og 
hardware. Korrekt funktion af enhver hardware er afhængig af den software, der kører 
på den.  
Traditionel designspecifikation er illustreret ved hjælp af UML, en grafisk notation, 
der kontakter flere typer diagrammer, der gør det muligt at modellere forskellige 
aspekter af de designrelaterede udfordringer. Vores forskningsmål bruger 
eksisterende modelkontrolværktøjer og teknikker til at analysere og verificere 
designsystemets egenskaber. Disse systemspecifikationer og design ved hjælp af 
UML-objektkomponentdiagrammerne, der er integreret med OCL-begrænsningerne, 
muliggør en mere semantisk specifikation med fokus på systemets strukturelle og 
adfærdsmæssige egenskaber, objektkomponenter koncepter ledsages af en ansøgning 
til en industriel casestudie.  
Afhandlingen er en kombination af to dele: Del I definerer indledningen, problemet, 
tilstanden og metoderne, herunder casestudier og bilag, der indeholder publikationer 
relateret til emneverifikation og validering af UML / OCL objektkomponenter.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION  
 
This chapter highlighted the goals and objectives of the research and summarized 
the existing literature available related to the verification and validation of 
UML/OCL object components model.  
The main findings of this chapter is based on Paper [A]. 
 
1.1. MOTIVATION   
Our daily routines are guided and guarded by automaticity of systems, which are 
becoming inherently more and more complex and incorporates constantly in our 
environment.  
The span of the science and the field of technological knowledge has long been 
too vast for most people to comprehend at a level needed for satisfying demands. 
Engineers must today be highly specialized and educated in order to master the 
relevant skills and the numbers of special engineering branches are almost as 
vast as the industrial sections where engineering is needed.  
 Software Engineering Development is one of the fields having very complex 
framework, because development of software is based on right way of 
integration of all components in one application that control and accurately run 
the system.  In such scenario, designing and specification identifying of the 
software applications is very critical and difficult process. In software 
development, Unified Modeling Language (UML) have been used successfully. 
UML models represent different level of system development structures. The 
UML models are based on the “Object- Oriented” methodology for creating 
graphically notations of the systems [1].  UML has been created for several 
domains including software system engineering, component development 
specification and software process modeling, all above modeling techniques are 
based on the model –driven development process [2],[59]. 
However using UML some problems are identified in design techniques, like 
separation of correctness, accuracy and time parameters [3]. In this regard, UML 
models are encrypted with the Object Constraints Language (OCL). This type of 
specification now-a-days exists in the form of Components Based Software 
Development (CBD), which is, based on the Object-Oriented software 
development design methodologies (OOD) [4]. Most of the existing OOD are 
based on formal methods such as UML/OCL [3], [4], [5]. 
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We also look for the structural and behavioral part of the designed models, by 
applying the constraints to check the model correctness, consistency and 
accuracy [10].  However, for the verification and validation, a process is required 
to reason rigorously on formal specification, verification of design patterns, their 
applications, compositions and evolutions [6], [7].  
Our research methodology is to analyze UML/OCL analytical and theoretical 
based models in order to elicit sound semantic foundations for object 
components system modeling. We then plan to proceed to a constructive phase, 
using the foundation to verify concrete examples in a number of experiments in 
the form of a case study  which is presented in chapter 4.  
1.2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK  
Mostly research is going on verification and validation on UML/OCL class 
object models which is available worldwide. The author first time introduced the 
visualization modeling methodology by B method, but because of non-
availability of semantics in B method in research community it is not much 
popular [8], [58], although author has the precision to support formal verification 
of models using the animation. However, lack of semantics support many 
practitioners received B notation as an actions supported by the constraint 
parameter for the UML models, which look like UML models are translated into 
the B [8],[9],[42]. However, UML-B profile [8] provides supports to UML 
model interim for refinement and visualization of the Object behavioral models. 
The most and popular use of UML -B [9] is used for the industrial applications 
that have found very concrete results [42],[47]. 
A somehow similar idea has been proposed by authors in UML to CSP [3],[11]. 
UML to CSP tool is used for the formal methodology in verification of UML to 
OCL models. “Given a UML class diagram annotated with OCL constraints, 
UML to CSP” [3],[11],[12] tool checks automatically system models  
correctness properties, for example  strong, weak and satisfiability  of the models 
by checking redundant constraints on the UML to CSP which basically is 
formation of constraints programming paradigm underlying the constraints 
solver  on  Eclipse  environment  for the  verification[32],[33]. As a software 
developer, Eclipse environment is not easy to use for most researcher’s 
engineering development, hence complexity of the system design  researcher 
find difficulty in using this approach [13],[14] 
The most popular and well-defined methods are used in constraints 
programming, but we know that the constraints programming can only be 
utilized if we want to verify or validate object class model of UML. The authors 
define the way out to declare full class model in specification language and then 
apply the constraints on it. Usually all researchers do manually in all tools and  
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methods. Over all up to now, compliance of the diagram with respect to 
correctness properties of the models are verified [18],[16],[17],[19],[48]. 
This is also the case when authors describing in [2], [6], [15], [16], [18] the 
various formal verification methods like First Order Logic methodology[2], 
which is itself is very much expensive way of describing the model verification 
of UML class diagrams annotated with OCL constraints, However, first-order 
logic (FOL) itself is more mathematically reasoning mechanism [20],[21]. In 
general, OCL is more expressive than FOL. Therefore, to avoid ambiguity, we 
need to define limit in the UML-OCL diagrams or we keep more emphasis to 
adopt more graphical form of visualization of models at run time 
[20],[21],[22],[23]. 
 
Table 1.2 Summary of methods using for V&V of UML models  
UML 
Notations 
Formal 
methods for  
Verification 
and validation 
process 
Analysis of the methods. 
Class 
Diagram  
Object Oriented 
Modeling  
Techniques. 
The authors provide  UML models 
can access graphical view of 
models and communication of 
various models using the animation 
and verification.[3],[28]. 
Class 
Diagram  
OCL 
constraints  
This method checks automatically 
various properties like correctness, 
strong and weak, according to the 
system models, but method lacks 
redundant constraints checking 
[29],[30],[31]. 
Class 
Diagram  
Constraints 
Programming  
Using this methods authors define 
approach of Model Driven 
Development where the UML models 
are the key models of the design and 
development framework. This method 
having an automatic uses of  OCL 
constraints programming to check the  
UML class diagram annotated with  
OCL Constraints [32], [33],[34]. 
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Class 
Diagram  
Communicating  
Extended 
Timed 
Automata 
(CETA), 
verification 
tools.  
The authors present a technical tool 
for validating UML models and 
verifying through the simulation 
[59]. The CETA verification 
methods check the system  
properties and operations, which 
are part of the inheritance and 
polymorphism including the state 
machine models having the  well-
defined semantic profile for  
communication sequences and 
concurrency checking among the 
different objects. In the CETA, 
authors define the UML profile 
representation of timing constraints 
[35],[36],[37],[39].  
State 
charts 
HTA 
hierarchical 
timed automata  
In this tool authors define the   
formal logical language which 
included the real time properties 
with the formal representation by 
using TCTL. The Timed
 computational  Temporal 
Logic is unambiguous but it 
validates and verifies the possible 
class diagram of the 
system.[38],[45],[46] 
Sequence, 
State 
Machine 
, class 
and 
Package 
Diagrams  
UML 2.0 and 
SysML  
According to this method, authors 
define V&V based on formal 
verification and model checking of 
the desired system by the flow 
analysis of data and control 
constraints. Overall analysis is 
based on the abstraction level of 
interpretation [40],[41],[43],[44]. 
 
However, many authors believe that in software engineering, Model Driven 
Development is growing and helps the developer community to trust on such 
methods for the software design and specification level [26],[57] as they are 
never aware to find out specification and design errors until reached at the phases 
of development or implementation of the systems [25]. The formal reasoning is 
not used because until the implementation stage, it increases the cost of the 
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development process. In Table 1.1 we described the currently adopted UML 
notations, formal methods tools and techniques [24], [27]. However, not all of 
above define the one complete method for the UML/OCL object components 
model graphical verification and validation process.  
 
1.3. CHALLENGES AND CONTRIBUTION  
The objective of this research study is to investigate the UML Object-Oriented 
and components-based design models and defines the specification and 
verification of object class model by semi-formal methods, which visually and 
graphically check the correctness, relationship and dependency of the models.  
The scientific challenges that we see in analyzing the Object Components-based 
development modeling applications are the following:  
• An analysis and verification of the structural, behavioral properties of 
the UML/OCL Object Component methodology using model checking 
tools and techniques.  
• To analyze, verify and suggest compensation mechanisms for some 
concrete case study.  
• Study and learn the state of the art techniques in the area of specification 
and verification of UML models like objects, class and  components 
model, so that we can apply and utilize the relevant knowledge.  
 
The above-mentioned objectives are the key points towards the scientific 
contribution in the area of my research. I am confident that this will provide 
further enhancement towards knowledge contribution and it will be very 
beneficial for those who wish to do research/development in this area either in 
this university or elsewhere.   
However, there are still numerous challenges regarding how to integrate 
UML/OCL with formal specification language like Z or object- Z that are 
directly connected and that generate UML models. 
1.4. THESIS OUTLINE  
The organization of this thesis is in two parts. Part – I of the thesis is from 
research work and background of the research, Part-II is produced publications, 
which is part of PhD research work.  
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PART –I   
The organization of Part-I follows:  
Chapter 1. Representation of introduction, background literature and 
contributions.  
Chapter 2. Illustration of the applied theories and notations used for research 
work.  
Chapter 3. Development of Case Study.  
Chapter 4. Submission of Conclusion and Future Work.  
PART- II   
1.5. LIST OF PUBLICATIONS  
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DOI: 10.22581/muet1982 
publications.muet.edu.pk/index.php/muetrj/article/download/486/211/ 
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E. Sobia Mansoor, Arifa Bhutto, “Improvement of Students Abilities for 
Quality of Software Through Personal Software Process” Abilities for 
Quality of Software Through Personal Software Process”, International  
Conference on Innovation in Electrical Engineering and Computational  
Technologies (ICIEECT), 2017, IEEE  
DOI: 1109/ICIEECT/2017.7916550 
      In addition to the main papers included in the thesis work, the following   
      publications have also been made:  
 
1. I. A. Ujan, Arifa Bhutto, “An Overview of Health Information 
System” Published in 11th International Conference on Statistical 
Sciences at Islamia College Peshawar on March 5th to 8th 2018.  
2. I. A. Ujan, A. Bhutto, M. M. Rind, M. A. Shamimi “Acceptance of 
HMIS by Healthcare Professionals of Private Sector Hospitals  “ 
Sindh University Research Journal (Science Series) Vol. 48 (4D) 
165-168 (2016)   
3. Arifa Bhutto, Mehran Shah, Dr. Kamran Taj “Online Doctor 
Appointment  System” http://ibt.edu.pk/ibt/jurnals/1_ibt.biztek.(2018). 
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CHAPTER 2. APPLIED THEORIES AND 
NOTATIONS  
In this chapter theories and notations are defined which serve the purpose of 
research. Setting on notation is a matter of preference and understanding more 
than anything else. To make the message clear it is important that the chosen 
notation conventionally can express what is required and that it is well 
established so that other parties will be able to participate in the evaluation of the 
contribution.  
The most widely used notation in the software engineering industry is UML [49]. 
It is the main contribution in designing the system structure by the UML 
notations. Our research is focused on how we can verify and validate the UML 
integrated with the OCL constraints to verify and validate object components 
models at the design level. As UML is the modeling notation and design model 
diagrams and OCL is the constraints language, which applies constraints on the 
class diagram, but both are not able to verify and validate the model at the design 
level to check correctness, association and constraints applied on the models. For 
that reason we propose verification and validation of UML/OCL [49], [50] 
diagrams by UML Based Specification Environment (USE) [52]. Using USE 
tool, we verify and validate the UML/OCL models at design level [53]. 
The main findings of this chapter are based on Papers [A], [B] and [D]. 
  
2.1. UNIFIED MODELING LANGUAGE  
Unified Modeling Language or UML [18] was initiated as the unification of three 
notations for designing of Object-Oriented software systems. In the early 1990s, 
James Ram Baugh and Grady Brooch, in each of their affiliation, worked on 
methods for supporting the development of object-oriented software, before they 
in 1994 joined the Force at Rational Software and so merged their methodologies 
and produced unified modeling Language and Rational Rose Unified Process. 
Since 1996, the standardization of UML has been organized by Object 
Management Group (OMG) which is a non-profit organization of researchers 
interested in the development of UML and other projects.  
UML 2.2 is the most recently published version of UML, which provides thirteen 
different kinds of diagrams that are used to model structural, behavioral and 
interaction aspects of software systems as defined in Fig 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1 UML 2.2 Diagrams Overview. Source https://www.uml-diagrams.org/uml-
22diagrams.html 
Structural Diagrams: Class Diagram, Object Diagram, Component Diagram, 
Composition Structure Diagram, Deployment Diagram, Profile Diagram  
Behavioral Diagrams: Use Case Diagram, Activity Diagram, State Machine 
Diagram  
Interaction Diagrams: Sequence Diagram, Communication Diagram, 
Interaction Overview Diagram, Timing Diagram  
The UML diagrams in combination are used to model different views of a 
software system on a level of richness that is beyond the scope of this work. In 
section 2.1.1 through 2.1.3 Class Diagram, Object Components Diagram and 
Sequence Diagrams will be presented, as this subset of the UML language 
provides a sufficient syntax for reasoning about verification and validation of 
UML models.  
2.1.1. CLASS DIAGRAM FOR MODELING STRUCTURE  
The Class Diagram is used to model relationships between classes of objects, i.e. 
the structural design of the system.  In Class Diagram, therefore, we can represent 
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it as a graph. Using the graph, nodes show the classes, and two types of edges 
that represent the relationships are called association and dependencies.  
Class   
A class is a set of objects that has the same semantics, attributes, operations and 
constraints.  
The attributes of a class relate instances of the class to values of the attributes 
types. Attributes may represent a navigable end of a binary association, which 
will be described further. Operation of an object manipulates attributes, which 
might cause the further operation to call to other such objects.  
 
Figure  2.1.1.1: The class Student represented as (a) a rectangle with the class 
name, (b) a rectangle with the class name and two empty compartments and (c) 
as an abstract class rectangle with the class name in italic and two empty 
compartments. 
A class is illustrated using a rectangle that is optionally divided horizontally. If 
the class is illustrated as a simple rectangle, this rectangle contains the name of 
the class, as shown in Figure. 2.1.1.1(a). If the rectangle is subdivided, as it 
usually happens because the rectangle contains three compartments as shown in 
Figure 2.1.1.1 (b), the more compartments can be used. The top compartments 
specify the class name. If the class name is written using an italic font, as in 
Figure 2.1.1.1(c), the class is abstract. That class abstract means that no object 
instances of the class is created.  
The two additional compartments illustrated in Figure 2.1.1.2 (a) and 2.1.1.2(b) 
are used to make more detailed specifications of the class properties. The middle 
compartment is used to specify class attributes and the bottom compartment is 
used to specify which operations the class offers. The level of the detail is 
illustrated in Figure 2.1.1.2(a), where attributes and operations are specified in 
the class description and are called the design level.  
 
 
 
 
Student  Student  
 ( a ) Class  
Representation 
n  with class  ( b )  Class  
representation  with  
name and empty  
compartments.  
c ) (  Abstract 
Class  
representation  
with name and  
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( a )  Class  With  Attributes   ( b )   Class  With attributes,  
Operations and  Visualization  of  
Symbols . 
At the implementation level, shown in Figure 2.1.1.2(b), attributes and operation 
visibility is included. The visibility of attributes and operations is stated by 
prefixing the name, usually with:  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1.1.2: The class student illustrated with (a) design level information on attributes and 
operations and (b) implementation level detail including visibility 
+ for public element (object, attributes, operations etc.) that are visible / 
accessible for object that can access the namespaces that the public element 
belongs to.  
# for protected element that are visible to objects that have a generalization 
relation to the namespaces that the protected element belongs to.  
_ for Private element that are only visible inside the namespace it belongs to.  
~ for package element that are visible to objects of the same package that its 
namespaces belong to.  
2.1.2. ASSOCIATIONS AND DEPENDENCIES  
In UML four different types of relations are defined: aggregation, association, 
generalization and dependency. However, the relations are represented as shown 
in Figure 2.1.2.1.  
Association relation: An association relation reflects that objects are aware of 
the existence of each other and are aware of the association that exists between 
them. Thus links constitute the association and it is only valid as long as both 
objects agree on it unless one object ceases to exist, the association or link is 
naturally discontinued.  
Student 
+Attribute1: Type 
+Attribute2: Type 
+Operation1(parameter: Type) 
+Operation2(): Type 
Student 
#Attribute1: Type 
-Attribute2: Type 
+Operation1(parameter: Type) 
+Operation2(): Type 
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The UML specification allows two different ways to represent navigability 
between objects, using arrows to indicate the direction and crosses to indicate 
un-navigable association end.  
The association relation is annotated with the symbols specified the multiplicity, 
i.e. the number of objects that are participating in the association. The Figure 
2.1.2.2 shows association relationships with different annotations.  
 
 
Figure 2.1.2.1: The types of relations between classes.  
The association relation is an interpretation of the Class Diagram. The fact that 
the Class Diagram refers to relations between objects could be misleading as 
objects have a dynamic nature in them being instances of classes. A dynamic 
view on the associations is however problematic. When, e.g. an association is 
navigable in both directions and the multiplicity is one in both ends, the mutual 
awareness among the involved objects should be established instantaneously in 
order to fulfill the obligation of the association. Such instantaneous creation of 
association and objects is hard to achieve; thus Class Diagram provides a static 
view or a view when no object instantaneous are in progress.  
Inheritance relation: The inheritance relation is used when classes have 
common attributes and/or operations. These common features are then 
generalized in parent super class, which may be abstract from which the child 
class inherits. It can extend or redefine the set of operation and attributes of the 
present class.   
Aggregation relation:  The aggregation relation is used where it is relevant to 
model a whole from its parts. In this case, the whole class relates to its parts. A 
special type of aggregation is composition where the square symbol is filled. The 
difference in the two aggregation types is multiplicity as the composition relation 
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indicates that at least one object must be present. It is the responsibility of objects 
of the object of the composite class. 
Dependency relation: The dependency relation is the weakest relation between 
classes in UML and can be considered an abstraction of associations. The 
dependency relation models a “client” and “supplier” relationship between 
classes. The semantics of the client part depends on the supplier, and if the 
attributes or operations of the supplier change the client may have to be changed 
too. As the constraints on the dependency relations are so weak that they could 
substitute all other relation in a design.  
We define in Figure 2.1.2.2 as an example of classes, attributes, operations and 
relationships. Further detail of the class diagram and relationships we define 
using a case study in Chapter 3.   
 
Figure 2.1.2.2 Example defines the classes structure, attributes, operations and 
association.  
2.1.3. OBJECT DIAGRAM  
Use of UML Object Diagram is dependent on the class diagram, in other way 
object diagram is the instance of the class diagram. An object diagram is another 
static view of the class diagram of the instances. An Example is shown in the 
Figure 2.1.3.1 which represents the notations in the UML object diagram.  
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The importance of the object diagram can be defined as:  
- It shows the object relationship of the system.  
- A static view of the system interactions is explored.  
- To understand the object behavior in the system and relationship of the 
interaction as a practical form.   
-  
Figure 2.1.3.1  Example of Object Diagram- Represents the instance of the class 
diagram.  
 
2.1.4. COMPONENT DIAGRAM  
The UML Components Model represents the various software component that 
will be built and form one complete system. Component Model usually builds 
from the class model as we know that Components Model is part of the Object 
Oriented Methodology-based. Components model is the high level of the design 
of the system which shows the overall architecture of the system.  
Components Notation:   In UML 2.2, Components Diagram is represented with 
the notation of the rectangle box and in the corner two further boxes are drawn 
as shown in Figure 2.1.4.1 which represents the example of the UML 
Components Model notation.  
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Figure 2.1.4.1 UML notation of Components and relationship  
Components relationship Interface:  Using UML 2.2 Components Diagram is 
connected through the interface in the form of relationship that is represented 
with the sender and receiver in the form of a circle and half circle as notation 
form. In practical, the component interface is defined by the class diagram. Using 
an example, we represent the same in Figure 2.1.4.2 which shows UML 2.2 
Components Diagram notation whereas Figure 2.1.4.3 shows the internal 
interface of the components diagram.   
 
Figure 2.1.4.2 UML Components diagram with receiver and sender notations.  
 
Figure 2.1.4.3 Components diagram represent the interface class.   
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2.1.5. SEQUENCE DIAGRAM FOR MODELING INTERACTION  
The interaction between objects models can be modeled in UML by Sequence 
Diagram. Sequence Diagrams are used to model the sequence, i.e. the time 
ordering of events between the objects of a system. The objects of focus are 
shown as boxes at the top of the diagram, each box with a dashed line descending 
from it that illustrates a timeline. Events are drawn between the objects related 
to each other in time. A sample sequence diagram is given in Figure 2.1.5.1  
 
Figure 2.1.5.1 A sequence diagram illustrates department employee raise their salary 
sequence on the object time parameter.  
 
2.2. OBJECT CONSTRAINTS LANGUAGE (OCL)  
The Object Constraints Language (OCL) is a standard for the UML models’ 
checking and validation. The OCL was first developed in 1995 inside IBM as an 
evolutionary language but later on it became an important factor for the Model-
driven environment. Initially OCL was only used for the constraints language for 
model correctness parameters, but later on OCL constraints usually were applied 
on the class model, which were encrypted during the design of the structure of 
the class diagram [3]. 
OCL is a general-purpose formal language, which is currently a standard by the 
OMG group [15]. 
OCL is a specification language which is a declarative way of defining the rules 
on the UML models. OCL is integrated with many other applications but most 
popular is to define constraints on the UML class diagram in the form of 
Invariants, variants and pre-post conditions.  
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The important features are following:  
- Initialization of the class  
- Initialization of the class properties  
- Using Invariants to check all conditions must have satisfied for the 
model.  
- Pre- Postcondition  
- Query Operations.  
2.3. USE- UML BASED ENVIORNMENT   
The USE tool is UML-based Environment for Specification [53]. It is a tool for 
UML models checking and execution. It applies the OCL constraints to design 
the model-driven development for software. USE tool assists developers to 
perform work as a mediator for a subset of UML models and OCL constraints. 
USE is a utilization process for case studies, teaching, development and analysis 
[5],[54],[55].  
USE in textual form describes class diagrams and its attribute, operations, and 
association with its centric role of the system; it allows object diagrams to check 
the behavioral part of the UML models to apply the restrictions in the form of 
pre- and post-conditions.  
In command shell of USE, a user can visualize the class diagram and its 
association as well as it generates the sequence diagram by applying the object 
data values in object forms. Model checker utilities always check the model 
consistency by applying the invariants restriction to validate the model. The USE 
tool checks that the Pre- and post-conditions are satisfied and analyzed in detail 
[55].  
Model Structure:  It validates the class attributes, relationships and structure by 
applying the variants and constraints.   
Model Behavior: It verifies and validates the operations by applying the pre and 
post-conditions.   
However, more practically adoptable knowledge is described in case study 
produced in chapter 3 which illustrates detailed framework of our research 
methodology. 
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CHAPTER 3. CASE STUDY   
In this chapter, we illustrate the Verification and Validation of UML/OCL object 
Components model by presenting a case study. The case study represented the 
running example of the application of the organization in Hyderabad SYS builds 
of Employee Project Management System Application.  
The main findings of this chapter are based on Paper [C]. 
In order to test our methodology, we define the following procedures for the 
solution of the problem. 
  
Step 1. The design of the application described by the structure model 
in UML class, components model diagram and behavior of the 
system including the constraints by the OCL. 
 
Step 2. Using the USE specification, we illustrated the UML classes, 
write the schema in textual format in any editor, that schema 
consists of attributes, operations, and associations in OCL 
textual language. 
  
Step 3. Define constraints in OCL language in form of invariants, 
relationships and pre and post-conditions. 
 
Step 3. Open the USE specification textual file and generate the 
graphical view of the class model, inherited with attributes, 
operations, relationships, variants, and invariants. 
 
Step 4. Verify the model structure if it is correct to verify the 
behavioral properties of the system model by analyzing the 
object model that automatically further generates the sequence 
model in connection. 
 
Step 5. The USE environment checks the UML class, sub-class, 
associations, operations, aggregations, composition. 
 Further USE model validates OCL constraints and verifies the 
constraints by applying the query to the class model. 
 
The methodology of the research is represented in Figure 3.1 
in detail. 
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 EPMS 
Figure 3.1.1 Verification and Validation of UML/OCL Object Components Model [C] 
3.1. COMPONENTS MODEL  
The Employee Project Management System is the application for the 
management of the Land projects of an organization, which is running locally at 
the Hyderabad. The SYS build is the building company they need to develop 
their Employee, project management system. In this regard, we found the 
following requirements of the system in the main module of the PMS application:  
1. Admin has to manage the major three components:  
 i. Expenses ii. Set head of department iii. set head of 
components 2. In the PMS there is Payment mode which manages the:  
 i. Employees payment ii. General 
Payment 3.Employee are of different types:  
 i. staff ii. Labor  
 4. Opening the new project has a type:     
      i. Site Area ii. Building Project  
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Figure 3.1.2  UML Components diagram View of PMS of SYSbuild 
According to the above requirement, we first design the UML components 
Model diagram, which described the overall structural view of the system shown 
in Figure 3.1.2, and section 3.2 describes the class diagram including the 
interface diagram of the EPMS.  
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3.2. CLASS INTERFACE REPRESENTATION OF COMPONENTS  
The UML2.2 Components diagram is the top level of the model and internal 
structural model is represented in the classes and interface of the receiver and 
sender classes. In Figure 3.2.1 the class interface of the PMS case study is further 
described in the form of USE textual specification by applying the constraints 
language by OCL.  
 
Figure 3.2.1 UML 2.2 Class dependency Diagram of PMS of SYSland  
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3.3. USE SPECIFICATION IN TEXTUAL FORM  
In this section, we illustrated the USE specification in the textual representation 
of the classes that include the attributes, operations and associations, which are 
further integrated with the OCL invariants, pre-post conditions to enforce the 
rules checking and verification and validation of the operations applying on the 
system models.  
In  table 2, we define the PMS SYS Land where class Admin having three 
attributes and one operation can be viewed when it runs this specification using 
USE tool. Model checker checks automatically the structure of the model as well 
as defines how many classes, variants, invariants, associations and post-pre 
conditions are available in the model. Figure 3.3.1 represents the class interface 
model and Figure 3.3.2 shows the USE environment class diagrams that validate 
the structure of the model to show in the following window with the correct 
command message structure.  
 
Class name  Attributes and types  Operations  
Admin  adminid : Integer 
name : String  
password : String  
 
creatNewAccount(account : 
Real) : Real  
Expenses  adminid : Integer 
expenseid: nteger 
expense : String 
expenseType: string  
add (a : Expenses)  
remove (a : Expenses)  
 
Payment  expenseid : Integer 
paymentid : Integer 
payment : Real  
sender(p: Employeepayment)  
reciever(p : Employeepayment)  
 
Employee 
Payments  
paymentid : Integer 
employeeid : Integer 
empname : String salary 
: Real  
salary(p : Payments)  
advance(p : Payments)  
 
General Payments  paymentid : Integer 
generalpaymentid : Integer 
pattycash : Real  
recievedamount(p: Payments)  
dailexpenses(p : Payments)  
 
 
Table 3.1. Classes, attributes, and operations defined in USE Textual specification  
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Figure 3.3.1 UML Class Interface Model of Case study  
 
 
Figure 3.3.2 USE Specification Environment of Graphical view of Class Diagrams 
                    including relationships, variants, pre-post conditions.  
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Below is the list of the USE specification textual commands in which classes, 
attributes, Operations, associations, and pre-post condition are defined. 
-- $ProjectHeader: use 0.393 Wed, 15 March 2018 14:10:28 +0200$  
-- Example illustrating pre- and postconditions  
 Model BuildingManagementSystem  
 
-- classes  
class Admin  
attributes  
  adminid : 
Integer      
 name : String      
 password : String  
operations      
creatNewAccount(account : Real) : 
Real  
end   
class Expenses  
attributes  
  adminid : 
Integer     
  expenseid : Integer     
  expense : String     
  expenseType : String  
operations  
  add (a : 
Expenses)  
  remove (a : expenses)  
end   
class 
Payments  
attrib
utes  
  expenseid : 
Integer  
  paymentid : 
Integer    
 payment : Real  
operations  
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  sender(p : 
Employeepayment) 
     reciever(p : Employeepayment)  
end   
class Employeepayment  
attributes  
  paymentid : 
Integer   
  employeeid : 
Integer    
empname : 
String   
salary : Real  
operations  
  salary(p : Payments)   
   advance(p : 
Payments)  
end  
class 
Generalpayments  
attributes  
  paymentid : Integer   
  generalpaymentid : Integer  
 
pattycash : Real  
operations  
  recievedamount(p : 
Payments)     
  dailexpenses(p : 
Payments)  
end  
Association in USE Specification by OCL constraints:  
The following are the association defined with the applied multiplicity 
constraints using OCL language and the association Depends between many to 
one relationship of payments class to Employee payment.  
association Depends between  
 Payments[*]  
 Employeepayment[1..*]  
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end  
In similar way, association Having  Expenses between Payment class  many to 
many relationship is as under: 
association Having between  
 Expenses[*]  
 Payments[*]  
End  
 
In a similar way, Class Expenses Controls between Emplyeepayment and 
Between Generalpayments many to many relationship is as under: 
association Controls between  
 Expenses[*]  
 Employeepayment[*]  
 Generalpayments[*]  
end  
In a similar way, Class Admin  Creates between Expenses  many to many 
relationship is shown as under: 
association Create between  
 Admin[*]  
 Expenses[*]  
End  
  
Constraints applying by USE OCL Model  
 
The list of the constraints as defined below by the OCL invariants is applied on 
the Payment and Expenses class in the figure 3.3.3 which shows that the 
invariants checked directly as is shown in graphical model.  
 
 
-- constraints  
constraints  
context Payments  
inv: paymentid = 1  
context Expenses  
inv: expenseid= 
1   
  context 
Generalpayments 
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inv:   pattycash >= 
context Employeepayment  
inv:   employeeid = 
paymentid   
 
 
Figure 3.3.3 “3 Invariants check by showing in green to validate correctly” 
 
 
 
Pre-Post Conditions OCL Constraints:  
 
Here the way of applying constraints in USE specification by applying OCL Pre-
Post conditions on the structural model is produced. Following is the list of 
commands which shows constraints applied on the class structure of Payments 
that checks if payment should be received by the employee; but before the 
payment is made, checks the  Pre condition weather payment is defined or not. 
Below is the list of constraints which checks that the model is well defined: 
. 
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 constraints context Payments::reciever(p : 
Employeepayment)   pre  recieverPre1: 
p.isDefined() context Payments::sender(p : 
Employeepayment)   pre  senderPre:  
employeepayment->includes(p)   post senderPost: 
employeepayment->excludes(p) context 
Admin::creatNewAccount(account : Real) : Real   
post creatNewAccountPost:   
  account = account@pre * (1.0 + 
account)   post resultPost:     
result = name    
 
3.4. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION PROCESS USING USE  
In section 3.4 we define the verification and validation process by using the USE 
graphical environment which gives more reliability and accuracy of Model 
Driven Development Environment. Figure 3.4.1 shows the USE object  diagram 
of PEM by creating the object and sets the data whose mean time can be 
visualized by clicking the object Diagram.  
Below is the list of the commands which creates two objects and a graphical view 
in the Figure:  
use> !create nd:Admin 
use> !set nd.name 
:='mehran' use> !set 
nd.password :='eris' use> 
!create np:Payments 
use> !set 
np.payment:=100000  
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Figure 3.4.1 USE Object Diagram represented the inserted object Data 
We invoke the operation Receiver on the receiver object new payment and pass 
the object empty as one of the parameter. We also check that the preconditions 
also satisfy the condition and that the object model is working correctly. 
use> !openter np reciever(empay) 
precondition `recieverPre1' is 
true use> info opstack  
Payments::reciever(self:np,  p:empay)  [caller:  openter 
 np reciever(empay)@<input>:1:0]  
The above commands finally view the object model with the red line shown in 
Figure  3.4.2 between two objects ensures that the correctness properties are 
tested.  
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Figure 3.4.3 USE Object diagram with red line represent the links counts 
Now we have to verify the binding of the self-variable to identify the parameter 
P which represents the Employee payment = empty, as a result we find the 
graphical view of the object and the  binding variable is shown as red link in 
Figure. 3.4.4.3.  
use> info vars  
[frame 1]  
  p : Employeepayment = empty  
  self : Payments = np  
[frame 0]   
empty  
[object variables]   ad : Admin = 
ad   emp : Employeepayment = 
emp   empty : 
Employeepayment = empty  
  exp : Expenses = exp   
expen : Expenses = 
expen   gp : 
Generalpayments = gp   
nd : Admin = nd   np : 
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Payments = np   p : 
Payments = p  
 
Operation Effects on classes:   
In this section, we simulate and execute the operations which are defined by the 
system state. Using USE, system state can be visualized with the help of the state 
model. Now we check the  pre-condition of the receive  operation which is 
required by the  requires in our model. We have  link between the person class  
and the company class which can be visualized directly. In model we set the 
salary of the new employee to check the operation effects on classes’ behavior.  
use> !insert (np,empay) into 
Depends use> !create 
expen:Expenses use> !insert 
(nd,expen) into Create use> 
!insert (ad,exp) into Create 
use> !insert (exp,p) into Having  
use> !insert (p,emp) into Depends  
 
Following are the steps to verify and validate the optional and  required 
operations with a result value:  
1. Using USE tool  active operation is available in the call stack.  
2. After viewing the call stack, if optional active result value is already 
provided , then  the special OCL variable by default bound with the 
value of  "result" variable is produced.  
3. With this, all pre condition operation is  satisfied, and as a result, answer 
appeared as true.  
4. Now the local variable automatically cleared because it did not find the 
bonding value.  
In our example, the precondition Receiver is satisfied by applying the 
following commands. use> info vars   p : Employeepayment = empty   self 
: Payments = np 
We call the operation AddNewAccount on the new employee newemp. The 
operation raise salary is given the new employee raise by the 10%. 
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use> !openter np reciever(empay) 
precondition `recieverPre1' is true The 
above result we found that reciverPre1 is 
true check the operation is correctly 
working.  
3.5. USE SUPPORTS SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
The USE methods identify and visualize a sequence of operations by calling the 
methods same as UML sequence models. Figure 3.5.1, Figure 3.5.2 and Figure 
3.5.3 show design case study of PMS SYS Land which shows the  sequence of  
objects call and response of the operations  can be viewed. In this method, 
validation process is done in parallel automatically when we update each 
operation by applying the valid data. 
 
 
Figure 3.5.1  Sequence Diagram for satisfying the operation call  
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Figure 3.5.2  Communication Diagram including Object relationships. 
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Figure 3.5.3  USE Specification Model diagrams of the Case study   
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSION AND 
FUTURE WORK  
In this thesis, the concept of Verification and Validation of UML/OCL object 
Components model formally has been presented along with the framework for 
applying USE graphically specification methods.  
The concept has been illustrated with structural and behavioral models of 
UML/OCL that are applied in a case study focusing on designed software for 
PMS SYS Land organization, using Model Driven Design Environment.  
Discussion and Future Work   
Development of systems that are based on the Model Driven Design Architecture 
indirectly supports the object oriented paradigm.  Nowadays, OOD methodology 
is more popular and difficult to design. The verification and validation of models 
at design level are still very complicated and in this regard, the given 
methodology to some extent gives positive results but still numerous challenges, 
leading towards finding the right solution for various domains, need to be 
addressed.   
A substantial part of the research regarding verification and validation of UML 
Object components model has focused on an efficient solution to architectural 
design challenges. One step in this direction is the illustration of object 
components model hypothesis presented in our research paper B. In contrast to 
the verification and validation of Object class diagram, we use the formal 
graphical method which gives more accurate and correct results at design level 
by enforcing some formal rules on the system design.  
As far as matter of applying the supporting tools is concerned, it is clarified that 
we have formally not designed any new tool because it is beyond the scope of 
this research and due to complexity in achieving a satisfactory semantically 
description of design models, we have focused to utilize already available tool 
integrated with a new methodology for our case study. In such a scenario, OCL 
best fits in the problem and we have achieved the positive results produced in 
the case study in chapter 3 with the integration of UML/OCL by the USE 
graphical specification environment.  
An additional interesting topic of research is to define and integrate more formal 
specification languages with UML modeling diagrams which can be easily 
developed and can generate the results commercially in software engineering 
field.  
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